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The present exhibition would combine a newly-acquired serigraph by Andy Warhol with materials

drawn from at least one private collection and some works from the Andy Warhol Museum,

Pittsburgh. The print is a serigraph showing a detail of John Giorno’s head derived from Warhol’s

first film Sleep (1963). By examining the genesis of this rare experimental print in relation to works in

various media this study would go to the heart of Warhol’s practice as a printmaker and a filmmaker.

The exhibition would comprise a range of tightly-related art and artifacts, beginning with the 1963

film Sleep, which would be screened in the exhibition space but also show in in the form of the reel

from which the serigraph is derived; the two film portraits (‘screen tests’) of Giorno made by

Warhol in 1964; a negative taken from two successive frames of the film; three or four unique

examples of the print on board including the NGC version; the closely-related double-frame print

on Plexiglas; and a range of documentary photographs by members of Warhol’s entourage.

There is no doubting Warhol’s importance or his popular appeal, and there is no more fertile

moment in his development than the period in which he transitioned from silkscreen on canvas to a

very innovative career as a filmmaker and printmaker. This investigation into the prehistory of

contemporary art in many media would entail close collaboration with photography conservator

John McElhone and print conservators Geoffrey Morrow, who have been very supportive of my

research so far. While this study would be rooted in technical analysis, it would fan out to investigate

the work’s iconographic and conceptual richness by exploring such themes as semiotics of

photomechanical reproduction across different media, and the ways in which an artist’s favorite

model conveys ideals of beauty that are at once highly personal and drawing on traditions stretching

back for centuries.

In the following list certain key works—the prints on board, the print on Plexiglas, and one or two

films—would be enough to comprise a compelling exhibition centered on this seminal acquisition.

The other works and artifacts might be borrowed, or might simply be integrated into the supporting

didactic materials.



PRINTS on board or Plexiglass

Andy Warhol, Sleep, ca. 1965-66, recto and verso.
Screenprint on board, 89.5 x 117.1 cm
National Gallery of Canada

Andy Warhol, Sleep, ca. 1965-66., recto and verso.
Screenprint on board, 88.9 x 116.8 cm)
Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh # 1998.1.2654



Andy Warhol, Sleep, ca. 1965-66.
Screenprint on board, 89.5 x 117.1 cm
Feldman & Defendi, Andy Warhol Prints (New York 2003) cats 1.9[a] and [b].
Locations unknown, though one of these may be the one in the Kramlich collection, San Francisco.

Andy Warhol, Large Sleep, ca. late 1965
Screenprint on Plexiglas in stainless steel & Plexiglas frame
Framed: 66 1/2 x 48 3/4 x 9 1/4 in. (168.9 x 123.8 x 23.5 cm.)
Unframed (each): 64 1/8 x 46 3/4 in. (162.9 x 118.7 cm.)
Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh # 1998.1.2375



FILMS

Andy Warhol Sleep, 1964
16mm print, black and white, silent, approx. 5 hours 21 minutes @ 16fps.

Andy Warhol, John Giorno Screen Tests, 1964
16mm, b&w, silent, respectively 3.7 minutes and 4.4 mins @ 16fps



STILL PHOTOGRAPHS

Nat Finkelstein Warhol rolling a Sleep print, ca. 1965-66.

Stephen Shore, Warhol, Sam Green and Marcel Duchamp at Cordier Ekstrom Gallery, 1966.



ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING MATERIALS

Andy’s Bolex: does it exist?

Andy Warhol, Transparencies for Sleep, ca. 1965. Exposed acetate film.
Sleeve: 4 x 5 1/4 in. (10.2 x 13.3 cm.) Negative: 3 9/16 x 4 9/16 in. (9 x 11.6 cm.)
Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh # TC5.14.1-TC5.14.2

Kodak box inscribed in the hand of Julia Warhola: “Andrew to / Here you Have / Picture. /
Pitcture.” Taped to the outside are some frames showing details of John Giorno’s head (as in Sleep
print), with the remainder of the reel tied inside with string. AWM, Founding Collection


